VAS - Lifting Sliding Lowering

Lifting Sliding Lowering LSS (VAS)
Hydraulically movable rolling system
We have developed a multi-purpose transport system, easy to handle, for all kinds of
goods (including transports of machines and automobiles).

Some advantages of the system:
- The system can be set down on plain ground.
- Due to the very flat moving angle of the system for loading and unloading, the risk that
loads might slip is rather low.
- Thus a loading / unloading without damages can be guaranteed at any time.
- Closed alternative versions (box or tarpaulin) for exclusive vehicles (prototypes) are
available.
- Due to different modules (transport platform, truck body/tarpaulin, box, bulk pan, workshop
box and many more) the system can operate in different combinations.
- The chassis possibly substitutes one or several vehicles in the fleet, which means savings
on vehicle tax/insurance, wearing parts, maintenance etc.
- Different types of chassis according to load can be used.
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VAS - Lifting Sliding Lowering

Lifting Sliding Dumping LSK (VAS)

Hydraulically movable rolling system
We have developed a multi-purpose transport system, easy to handle, for all kinds of
goods (including transports of machines and automobiles).

Some advantages of the system:
- This system operates on all conventional roll-off multibuckets (hook lifts).
- In practice the roll-off multibucket maintains its basic characteristics as roll-off multibucket.
- The advantage of this development is the fact that the whole roll-off multibucket is
movable.Thus it is possible to use longer loading devices than the standard hooklift can handle.
Furthermore the pans or platforms can be dumped to adjust them to the standard roll-off
multibucket. The longer loading devices can only be used for the setting down on the ground.
- The system as a unit can be set down on plain ground.
- Thus a loading / unloading without damages can be guaranteed at any time.
- Closed alternative versions (box or tarpaulin) for exclusive automobiles (prototypes) are
available.
- Due to different modules (transport platform, truck body/tarpaulin, box, bulk pan, workshop
box and many more) the system can operate in different combinations.
- The chassis possibly substitutes one or several vehicles in the fleet, which means savings
on vehicle tax/insurance, wearing parts, maintenance etc.
- Simple loading/unloading of motorcycles (easy handling by one person only) is
guaranteed.
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